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Lexicostatistical Studies in East Sudanic II: The Case of Nyimang
The paper continues the authorʼs efforts to build up a lexicostatistical basis for the hypothesis
of a genetic relationship between several African language groups and families collectively
known as «East Sudanic». Here, on the basis of lexical comparison between core basic vocabularies, I argue that the small Nyimang language group of the Nuba Mountains is indeed genetically related to the «core Northeast Sudanic» trio of Nubian, Nara, and Tama, rather than
to the much more distantly related Temein languages, also found in the Nuba Mountains.
However, this relation may be even more distant than the one between Nubian, Nara, and
Tama themselves. Additionally, it is shown that this issue is difficult to resolve without bringing into the comparison at least a limited amount of data from other potentially East Sudanic
languages, bringing out the limitations of purely binary (or even ternary) comparison when it
comes to establishing the genetic affiliation of small and chronologically remote linguistic entities.
Keywords: East Sudanic languages; Nubian languages; Nara language; Nyimang languages;
Tama languages; Temein languages; lexicostatistics; basic vocabulary.

Introduction
In my previous study, published as the first part of a series aimed at redefining the external
borders, internal classification, and approximate age of the East Sudanic language family (Starostin 2017), I have conducted a mixed lexicostatistical and etymological analysis of the basic
lexicon (50-item wordlist subset) for the Nubian, Nara, and Tama language groups. The conclusion reached was that the evidence was fully supportive of a genetic relationship between
these three taxa, albeit one which should probably be regarded as somewhat more distant than
genetic relationships between families to which the standard comparative method is applied
commonly and efficiently (e.g. Indo-European).
It was also pointed out that this conclusion was in full agreement with the phylogenetic
schemes of those linguists who have been, on the whole, supportive of either the East Sudanic
or the larger Nilo-Saharan hypothesis, such as M. Lionel Bender, Claude Rilly, and Christopher Ehret (the latter, in his own classification of Nilo-Saharan languages, introduces the term
«Astaboran» to denote the unity of Nubian, Tama, and Nara). Beyond that agreement, however, the subsequent genetic connections of the NNT unity remain less certain.
One particular point of minor controversy concerns the status of a very small language
group, located in Northern Kordofan and consisting of but two closely related idioms which
we shall refer to individually as Ama (endoglossonym; formerly called Nyimang due to geographic localization in the Jebel Nyima mountains) and Dinik (formerly Afitti, based on one of
the clan names), and collectively as the Nyimang languages. In Joseph Greenbergʼs original definition of East Sudanic, this group was simply listed as one out of ten branches of the family
(Greenberg 1966: 85). Later on, Bender included it into his «Ek» subgrouping, comprising NNT
and Nyimang (Bender 2005: 1); the same subgrouping, dubbed «Northeast Sudanic», was also
accepted by Claude Rilly (2009: 44) and Gerrit J. Dimmendaal (2018: 12). On the other hand, Ehret
disputes such a classification, placing the Nyimang languages in his classification closer to yet
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another small cluster of Nuba Mountain languages — Temein (Ehret 2001: 70). And, although
his opinion seems to be isolated within the small circles of African macro-comparative linguists,
it is most likely indicative of unresolved problems and has to be taken into consideration.
In this paper, I would like to further investigate the classificatory hypotheses of Bender
and Rilly and extend the methodology that was earlier used to demonstrate the existence of
strong links between Nubian, Nara, and Tama to the Nyimang languages. To do that, I shall
present a comparison between the reconstructed 50-item wordlists for all four of these subgroups and the respective 50-item wordlist for Nyimang («Proto-Nyimang» where the word in
question is attested in both Ama and Dinik and may be reconstructed for the protolevel, or the
respective synchronic attestations in Ama and/or Dinik if the two languages exhibit different
etymological roots for the same concept).
In addition, I will also take into consideration the corresponding data for Temein languages, for the following reasons: (a) Ehretʼs alternate hypothesis of a close relationship between Nyimang and Temein deserves at least a quick formal check; (b) if Nyimang and Temein languages are not closely related, they are still geographically adjacent to each other and
may share elements of convergent development, which makes it all the more worthwhile to
apply lexicostatistical testing to this pair as well, and see if the method actually allows us to
distinguish between genetic and areal connections.

General information and data sources
1. Nyimang. This grouping, as has already been mentioned above, consists of but two languages: Nyimang proper, or Ama, spoken by approximately 70,000 people in Jebel Nyima,
and Dinik (Afitti), spoken by only about 4,000 people in the same region (R. Stevensonʼs estimations circa 1982–84). Geographically, speakers of Nyimang are largely interspersed with
speakers of Hill Nubian languages, which makes the issue of their genetic affiliation somewhat more challenging, since, if they do form part of the East Sudanic languages, this would
imply the necessity of disentangling Nyimang-Nubian isoglosses inherited from a common
ancestor from secondary ones, arising from areal contact.
The first known data on Ama (a list of approximately 40 words in total) were collected by
Carl Meinhof and published in his general survey on languages of the Sudan area (Meinhof
1916: 334–335). The first mention of Dinik (Afitti) appears somewhat later, in two papers containing a brief phonetic and grammatical description of the language (Kauczor, Drexel 1930)
and an example of a text with translation, but no vocabulary (Kauczor 1923). The first comparative treatment of both languages, showing their close relationship to each other, was performed on the basis of only 19 basic lexemes from each idiom as part of a general comparative
survey of languages in the Kordofan area (MacDiarmid, MacDiarmid 1931).
Serious investigation into both languages, however, only begins with the research of Roland C. Stevenson, who spent many years collecting data on various languages of the Nuba
Mountains, including Nyimang. His original publications on the subject were largely restricted to a brief grammatical sketch (Stevenson 1957: 171–183), followed by specific papers
dealing with various aspects of Nyimang grammar (Stevenson 1981; Stevenson, Rottland, Jakobi 1992). However, already after his death most of his data on the lexicon of Ama and Dinik —
altogether approximately 550 lexical terms for Ama and slightly fewer for Dinik — were edited and published by M. Lionel Bender (Stevenson 2000); this collection is now our primary
source of lexical information on Ama and Dinik, and the data are generally sufficient to extract
a near-complete Swadesh wordlist for both languages.
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In more recent times, fieldwork on Nyimang has also been conducted by Claude Rilly
(2004–2008), who has published excerpts of his data as part of his attempt at a lexical reconstruction of Proto-Northeast Sudanic (Rilly 2009), and by Alex de Voogt, who has published
an updated phonological sketch of Dinik with some new data (Voogt 2009). As of today, however, Stevensonʼs wordlists, whose phonetic and semantic accuracy seem to be largely vetted
by both older and newer fragments of collected data, remain the default data source for any
historical research on Nyimang.
The only attempt at a reconstruction of Proto-Nyimang phonology belongs to Rilly (2009:
291–295), who has established (Table 1) the following common phonological inventory for
Ama and Dinik (without any significant phonetic change):
Labial
*b

Dental

Alveo-dental

*t̪

*t

*k

*d̪

*d

*g

*f

*s

*w

*l

Palatal

Velar

*r
*m

*n

*ɲ

*ŋ

Table 1. Phonological system (consonants) of Proto-Nyimang (following Rilly 2009)

Vocalic reconstruction remains less certain, but the system is likely to have contained at
least five standard phonemes (*a, *e, *i, *o, *u); more problematic is the issue of reconstructing
for Proto-Nyimang +/-ATR-type oppositions such as *e : *ɛ, *o : *ɔ, as well as the distinctive feature of vowel length.
From a typological perspective, the most striking feature of Nyimang which distinguishes
it from NNT languages and, conversely, brings it closer to Temein (and «Southeast Sudanic»
in general, including such families as Surmic and Nilotic) is the phonological opposition between dental and alveo-dental (alveolar) consonants1. On the other hand, the lack of a clearcut distinction between large subsets of +ATR and -ATR vowels is more typical of NNT than
«Southeast Sudanic», so even from a purely typological point of view the group presents an
interesting case of a potential mixture between genetically inherited and areally obtained features.
Complete Swadesh wordlists for both Ama and Dinik have been extracted from Stevensonʼs vocabularies (with occasional corroboration of dubious cases based on other available
sources), annotated, and published as part of the Global Lexicostatistical Database project
(http://starling.rinet.ru/new100). Lexicostatistical calculations show approximately 58% of direct matches between Ama and Dinik, which yields a glottochronological date of separation at
approximately 2600–2800 years BP, about the same time as the disintegration of the Nubian
language family.
2. Nubian / Nara / Tama. The exact same data sources are used as in our previous publication on the subject (Starostin 2017); please refer to that publication for details.
It must be noted that de Voogt (2009: 41) notes the lack of a phonological opposition between dental and alveolar consonants in Dinik, rather affirming that the dental and alveolar consonants are typically found in free
variation, which further corroborates a similar earlier analysis in Kauczor, Drexel 1930. However, Rilly (2009) confirms that at least in Ama the opposition, as described by Stevenson, is clearly phonological, so the situation in
Dinik is probably secondary; it is possible that the original opposition has gradually become neutralized under the
linguistic influence of nearby Nubian languages, as well as Arabic.
1
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3. Temein. Since the Temein languages are not the primary focus of this paper, provided
information will be very brief. This small group consists of three closely related languages
(Temein proper, or Rongo; Keiga Jirru, or Doni; Tese), spoken in the Western regions of the
Nuba mountains. They have mostly been studied by the same researchers who also did work
on Nyimang, beginning with the MacDiarmids (1931) and culminating in the studies of Roland C. Stevenson (1957, 1978–1986, 1978–1979, 1988; the latter three references are all to Stevensonʼs manuscripts containing wordlists for all three languages, made available to the general public through courtesy of Roger Blench).
Relevant phonological descriptions of Temein languages may be found in Stevenson 1957,
as well as Yip 2004, the only known important modern work on the phonology of a Temein
language (namely, Tese). No attempts at a reconstruction of Proto-Temein phonology have
been made, largely because all three phonological systems are extremely close to each other
and most of the phonetic differentiation is usually the result of regular or sporadic assimilative
processes in the sphere of vocalism. The general system of consonants, on the whole, is not too
different from Nyimang, with the exception of the additional presence of a palatal affricate
(*ʓ); the two-way opposition in the sub-system of plosives is described as either an opposition
between voiceless phonemes and voiced or implosive phonemes (Stevenson), or as one between positionally conditioned voiceless or voiced phonemes and purely implosive phonemes
(Yip). For technical reasons, in our Proto-Temein reconstruction we prefer the solution of Stevenson, reconstructing *p / *b, * / *, *ʈ / *ɖ, *k / *g as valid phonological contrasts.

Reconstructed wordlists
Below (Table 2) we present the standard 50-item subset of the Swadesh wordlist (subscript indexes reflect the «average stability index» of the items as per Starostin 2010) accompanied with
the most likely onomasiological reconstructions of the appropriate concepts for:
(a) Nubian / Nara / Tama (NNT). No common NNT reconstruction is provided due to the
phonological system of Proto-NNT not having yet been elaborated to general satisfaction. In order to minimize accidental resemblances, we fill in the respective slot only in
the presence of a possible isogloss between at least two out of three branches of the
taxon, and only when the item in question is formally reconstructible for either ProtoNubian or Proto-Tama (i.e. encountered in more than one branch of the family or is at
least present in most languages of the deepest / most archaic branch of that family).
Thus, entries for ʽblackʼ, ʽbloodʼ, etc. are left empty because all three branches feature
unrelated words for these concepts; entry for ʽclaw/nailʼ, on the other hand, is filled in
because Proto-Nubian *suŋ-di and Proto-Tama *ŋosa may be related through metathesis, etc.;
(b) Proto-Nyimang (N). Asterisked reconstructions are provided for cases when the word
in question is attested in both descendants; otherwise, Afitti (A) and Dinik (D) forms
are listed separately if both are equiprobable to reflect the original Swadesh root for
the concept;
(c) Proto-Temein. Asterisked reconstructions are provided for cases when the word in
question is attested in at least two out of three languages (as it turns out, for the 50item wordlist this is always the case). Specific forms from Temein languages will be
listed and referred to in the comments below if they are relevant to the comparison
with Nyimang.
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№

Word

NNT

Nyimang

Temein

Matches

1

ʽashesʼ38

NU *ubur-ti, TA *or-ŋo

*finan

*ul(u)-

—

2

ʽbirdʼ33

NU *kawir-, NA karba

*or-du

*=awɛ

±NNT

3

ʽblackʼ48

—

*=bi-

*=ʈuʈi-

—

4

ʽbloodʼ20

—

*ule

*moni-

—

5

ʽboneʼ34

*am-

*am-

+T

6

ʽclaw/nailʼ19

NU *suŋ-di, TA *ŋosa- (?)

*fal-

*=ol-

±T

7

ʽdieʼ13

NU *diː-, NA diː-

*lu-

*bu(l)-

—

8

ʽdogʼ16

*=we-

+NNT

9

ʽdrinkʼ15

NU *niː-, NA liː-, TA *li-

*awɪs-

+NNT

10

ʽdryʼ24

—

*far-

*raːri

—

11

ʽearʼ32

NA *tus, TA *(ŋ=)us (?)

*ɲɔgɔr-

*wen(-a)

—

12

ʽeatʼ25

NU *kɔl-, NA kʌl-

*tam- (impf.) / *t̪al- (pf.)

*lam-

±NNT

13

ʽeggʼ47

NU *kumbu, TA *kob-

*dami

*war-

—

14

ʽeyeʼ4

NU *miɲ-, TA *emeɲ-

*aŋ(w)-

*=aŋ- ~ *=aɲ-

+T

15

ʽfireʼ7

NU *usi-gi, TA *us-g

*mer

*paɖɪŋ

—

16

ʽfootʼ43

—

*=alwa- (?)

—

17

ʽhairʼ27

—

*ʓɛ-

±T

18

ʽhandʼ11

NU *ə-si, NA aː-t, TA *aw-g

*=ɛn(-a)

+NNT

19

ʽheadʼ49

NU *or, TA *ur

*ɔr-

*=ʋlo

+NNT

20

ʽhearʼ45

NU *giʓ-, TA *sig- (?)

*kid- ~ *kil-

*ɔŋʷ-

—

21

ʽheartʼ14

NA asɪm-a, TA *samil

*t̪ilum

*om (?)

—

22

ʽhornʼ44

NU *ŋəʓi, TA *ŋawi-ti

*gur-

*kini

—

23

ʽIʼ3

NU *ə-y, NA a-g

*ay

*n=a-n

+NNT, +T

24

ʽkillʼ42

NA siː, TA *siy-

*ni

*ɔu

—

25

ʽleafʼ41

—

*kabo (?)

—

26

ʽlouseʼ17

NA ši-ti, TA *sin-

*ŋun ~ *un

–

—

27

ʽmeatʼ46

—

*kun

*ini ~ *ili

—

28

ʽmoonʼ18

—

*k(e)wur

*kaw

±T

29

ʽmouthʼ31

NU *agul, NA awɔlo, TA *kul

*ŋal

*=ʋ- ~ *=ʋ-

—

30

ʽnameʼ10

NA aːda, TA *at

*aŋɛ-

*kalɪŋ

—

31

ʽnewʼ23

—

*ɲɛri

*=ŋan

—

32

ʽnightʼ50

NU *awar, TA *war

*t̪uni

*=ʓoni

—

33

ʽnoseʼ29

—

*(a)ŋud̪-

*=mɪn- ~ *=ɪm-

—

34

ʽnotʼ30

NU *m-, NA ma=, TA *m=

*ʓa=... -ŋ

—

35

ʽoneʼ21

—

*k=ɪɖ(ɔ)-

—

36

ʽrainʼ39

NU *ar-, TA *ar-

*n̚o(-)k

+NNT

37

ʽsmokeʼ36

—

*kɪ=ʋmʋ(-k)

—

38

ʽstarʼ40

NU *waɲe, NA wiːni, TA *miɲ-

*ɖuli-

±NNT

39

ʽstoneʼ9

—

*kʋrɛ-

—

40

ʽsunʼ35

—

NU *kəsi-di, NA ketti,
TA *ki-(ŋa)-ti

NA wəs, TA *wes-i

NU *bəl

A

gil

D

wul

li ~ il

A

A

kire

*yiA

A

a(y)i

kwɔ

D

A
A

laluwa

fa

ɲala

D

anda

*arA

ŋɛši

D
D

A

mid(i)r
*ɲiŋ

lɔsga

midi
D

mbərɛ

*n(ɪ)=onu(-k)

—

Table 2. Comparative 50-item wordlists for Nubian-Nara-Tama, Nyimang, and Temein
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№

Word

NNT

Temein

Matches

41

ʽtailʼ26

—

*rɪŋ-kak

—

42

ʽthouʼ5

NU *e ~ *i, NA ɪ-ŋa, TA *i-

*n=ɪ-n

+NNT, +T

43

ʽtongueʼ8

NU *ɲalT-, TA *laɲa-t

*=kanɖɪma-

+NNT

44

ʽtoothʼ22

*ŋil-

*=ay-

+NNT

45

ʽtreeʼ37

[NA tum ʽwoodʼ]

*t̪uma

*marɛŋ

±NNT

46

ʽtwoʼ2

NU *awri, NA ari, TA *wari

*arba-

*k=aro

+NNT, +T

47

ʽwaterʼ28

—

*bɔŋ

*=mʋŋ

+T

48

ʽweʼ1

NU *a-y, NA *a-gga

*ay-g-

*k=a-

+NNT, +T

49

ʽwhatʼ12

NU *nwa- ~ *nwi-; TA *num

*(a)ŋi

*ŋa-i

+T

50

ʽwhoʼ6

NA na-, TA *na; NU *ŋə-y

*ŋa-

*ŋa-nɪ

+NNT, +T

NA nihi, TA *ŋeʓ-

Nyimang
D

NU *ɲəl-

weya
*i

A

ŋildi

D

ɔlɔ

Table 2. Comparative 50-item wordlists for Nubian-Nara-Tama, Nyimang, and Temein (continued)

Matches are identified as follows:
— a + between Nyimang and either NNT or Temein indicates a «perfect» phonetic alignment between the reconstructed Proto-Nyimang item and its potential correlate in either Proto-Temein or in one of the three branches of NNT according to the method of
Dolgopolskyʼs consonant classes (the exact same one used in my previous works on
the subject, e.g. Starostin 2017);
— a ± between Nyimang and either NNT or Temein indicates a «plausible» phonetic
alignment between the compared items, in that they share a certain degree of phonetic
similarity (with at least one out of two consonants which constitute the «consonantal
skeleton» of the root belonging to the same Dolgopolsky class) and a credible, if unprovable, scenario to reconcile the differences may be presented (see below notes on
such words as ʽbirdʼ, ʽeatʼ, ʽstarʼ, etc.). Such cases cannot be used as proper lexicostatistical evidence, but ignoring their existence altogether would be imprudent in a
clearly long-range comparison.

Detailed analysis of Nyimang entries
1) ʽashesʼ: N *finan → A fínàn [St.], fínān [CR], D fɲín [St., CR].
No matches with either NNT or Temein.
2) ʽbirdʼ: N *or-du → A wór [St., CR], D rdō [St.], rdò [CR]. ‖ Second syllable in D is likely
suffixal (cf. A kwnì ʽknifeʼ = D k(w)ón-dù id.).
Root morpheme *or- may be compared with PNu *kawir- ʽbirdʼ (Kenuzi kawir-te, etc.) under the condition that *k(a)= in PNu is a fossilized prefix (a case of the famous Nilo-Saharan
«k-mobile»); in fact, if Nara karba ʽbirdʼ also belongs here, this would project the fossilization itself onto the PNNT level. This is a highly speculative scenario, and its acceptance or rejection
will depend on further investigation of the issue of possible fossilized morphological elements
in NNT languages; nevertheless, the N form is still closer in shape to NNT than Temein *=awɛ
(T í=āw, J n=ì).
3) ʽblackʼ: N *=bi- → A =bīò [St.], =bò [CR], D ī=bīà [St.], =bà [CR]. ‖ The first syllable
is clearly detachable as a productive dental prefix, seen in many other color terms as well
(e.g. A =gīl-ē ʽredʼ, A ā=bár ʽwhiteʼ).
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No matches with any equivalents in NNT languages (the word is not reconstructible for
the PNNT level) or with Temein.
4) ʽbloodʼ: N *ule → A wílì ~ wúlì [St.], wúlí ~ wílí [CR], D l [St., CR]. ‖ Word-initial *wdoes not seem to be historically phonological in this case.
No matches with either NNT or Temein.
5) ʽboneʼ: N *am- → A ám(b)ī [St.], ámí [CR], D áːmá [St.], āmá [CR].
This is very clearly the exact same root as in Temein languages (T àm-s, J àm-k). NNT
languages have a completely different set of forms.
6) ʽclaw (nail)ʼ: N *fal- → A fál [St.], fàlì [CR], D fálà [St.], fālá [CR].
This form has no parallels in NNT, but could be compared to the corresponding item in
Temein (only T proper: sg. l=l- /probably ← *n=l- with assimilation/, pl. k(ʷ)=óːl-n) under
the assumption of contraction from the original stem *nV=pl. Without any parallel examples
to confirm the possibility of such a contraction, the match is questionable, but should not be
ignored altogether.
7) ʽdieʼ: N *lu- → A lw-è (impf.), lū-à (pf.) [St.], D lú- [St.], l [CR].
No matches with either NNT or Temein.
8) ʽdogʼ: A gìl [St.], gíl [CR]; D wùl ~ wìl [St.], wúl [CR].
Despite some phonetic similarity, A and D forms cannot be related (no other examples of
A g- corresponding to D w- are attested). C. Rilly tentatively suggests a borrowing from Nubian into D (which would leave *gil as a better candidate for the proto-level), but this is not
very realistic, since the main contacts between D and Nubian languages involve Hill Nubian
idioms, all of which feature a voiced stop reflex for this word (Proto-Hill Nubian *bɔl ʽdogʼ).
A genetic link between D wul and Proto-Nubian *bəl ʽdogʼ is, therefore, not out of the question.
9) ʽdrinkʼ: A lì (impf.), w=ìl (pf.) [St.]; D dáì [St.], aù, imperative aí [CR].
Of these two different roots, the first one is fully compatible with the main NNT root for
ʽdrinkʼ (Nubian *niː-, Nara liː-, Ta *li-, with the regular development *l- → *n- in Nubian). Temein *awɪs- is clearly a completely different root.
10) ʽdryʼ: N *far- → A ā=fr [St.], à=fr [CR], D fə̄rá-fə̄rà [St.], fə̄rá-fə̄rá [CR].
No matches with either NNT or Temein.
11) ʽearʼ: N *ɲɔgɔr- → A ɲgr ~ ɲwr [St.], ɲógór [CR], D ɲrwà ~ ɲrwà [St.], ɲrwá [CR].
No matches with either NNT or Temein.
12) ʽeatʼ: N *tam- (impf.) → A tàm [St.], tām [CR], D mn [St.], tmn [CR]; *t̪al- (pf.) →
A àl [St.], āl [CR], D ùl- [St.], l [CR].
The imperfective form *tam- is morphologically unsegmentable; however, the suppletive
perfective stem *t̪al- may be analyzed as containing the productive perfective prefix t̪- (see
ʽdrinkʼ above, as well as other examples). In the latter case, the original form of the root may
have been either *al- or *kal-, since root-initial k- is regularly deleted in Nyimang after that prefix (e.g. kai ʽto chopʼ → pf. =ai, kiw ʽto digʼ → pf. =iw, etc.). An original root *kal- ʽeatʼ would be
perfectly compatible with the most common NNT root for ʽeatʼ: Nu *kɔl-, Na kʌl-.
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13) ʽeggʼ: N *dami → A dámì [St., CR], D dómì [St., CR].
No matches with either NNT or Temein.
14) ʽeyeʼ: N *aŋ(w)- → A āŋ [St.], āŋè [CR], D āŋwá [St.], āŋwa [CR].
A very transparent correlation with Temein *=aŋ- ~ *=aɲ- ʽeyeʼ (Temein n=ŋnà-, Doni
n=áŋānà-k, Tese n=áːn-k).
15) ʽfireʼ: N *mer → A mìr [St.], mér [CR], D mbrr [St.], mbr [CR]. ‖ We follow Rillyʼs reconstruction with *m- rather than Benderʼs with *mb- (based on comparative evidence, it seems
that most root structures with resonants such as *mVr- or *mVl- regularly dissimilate to *mbVr- /
*mbVl- in D).
No matches with either NNT or Temein.
16) ʽfootʼ: A kìrè [St.], kírè [CR]. ‖ This seems a more likely candidate for proto-status than
D māgílà [St.], màgālà [CR], a longer and possibly morphologically complex form.
In any case, no matches with either NNT or Temein (the concept ʽfootʼ in general seems to
be fairly unstable in most of the area).
17) ʽhairʼ: N *yi- → A ʓè [St.], ʓě [CR], D īyá [St., CR]. ‖ Neither Benderʼs proposed reconstruction of *ʓE nor Rillyʼs variant *ìgé seem satisfactory (N palatal *ʓ is typically preserved in
D, and no confirming examples of palatalization *g → ʓ in A are attested). We suggest *yi- as
the original root, with A reflecting the morphological variant *yi-e and D the morphological
variant *yi-a (cf. ʽnailʼ above with precisely such a variation), with affricativization in A (no
confirming or disproving examples, since word-initial *y- is in general a rare phoneme in these
languages).
A very clear parallel is seen in Temein: *ʓɛ- ʽhairʼ → Temein sg. ʓ-, pl. k=ʓ-, Doni
kí=ʓà-k, Tese k=ʓà-k. Phonetically, the word is closer to A than to D, but if A ʓe ← *yi-e, this particular proximity may be deemed secondary (indicating either borrowing or independent development).
18) ʽhandʼ: A áʸyì ~ áʸʓì [St.], áí [CR]. ‖ The relation of this form to D áːà [St.], áà [CR] is
unclear. Rilly suggests reconstructing *ai, but there are no confirming examples of *-- → -yin A. Alternately, one might think of a suffixal extension in D, e.g. *ay-a → a(ː)a, but there is
no additional evidence to suggest the existence of such a suffix in Nyimang languages.
On the other hand, this variation is curiously parallel to the one observed in NNT, where
Nu *ə-si and Tama *aw-g ʽhandʼ reflect an original *ay- ~ *aw-, whereas Nara shows a variant
with a fossilized dental suffix (aːt). Temein languages show a completely different situation,
with *=ɛn as the most likely protoroot (Temein sg. n=ín-à, pl. k=n, Doni sg. n=án-ák, pl. k=ŋ).
19) ʽheadʼ: N *ɔr- → A wɽò [St.], wɽò [CR], D r [St.].
This is a precise phonetic match with the most widespread NNT root for ʽheadʼ: Nu *or,
Ta *ur. It should be noted that Temein *=ʋlo ʽheadʼ also displays comparable phonetic similarity, but the correlation between N *r and Temein *l is problematic (both resonants are autonomous phonemes in these language clusters, and no other solid examples of such a potential
correspondence are found in our data).
20) ʽhearʼ: N *kid- ~ *kil- → N kìn- (impf.), kīl- (pf.) [St.], D kíd-í [St.]. ‖ Although it seems
improbable that the listed forms are not related, reconstruction of the original root form is
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problematic; only -n- in N kìn- is clearly segmentable as an imperfective suffix (cf. D impf. kdìn according to Rilly), while stem-final -l- and -d- are not known as productive suffixes, nor is
this correspondence between N and D recurrent or indicative of a special phoneme.
Still, regardless of whether the original root has to be reconstructed as *ki-, *kil-, or *kid-,
it can hardly be considered a lexicostatistical match with either NNT or Temein forms.
21) ʽheartʼ: N *t̪ilum → A úlúm [CR], D ílīm [St.], ílím [CR]. ‖ Note that Stevenson has a
different equivalent for A: wílī-n wèl, literally ʽhouse /of/ bloodʼ. In Rillyʼs notes, A úlúm is actually polysemous (meaning ʽheartʼ as well as ʽtorsoʼ), and the form tulum is glossed as ʽchestʼ
rather than ʽheartʼ in the small wordlist found in MacDiarmid, MacDiarmid 1931: 159.
It is curious to note Rillyʼs etymology of the A word ās(ū)màl-íɲ (=ās(u)mālì [St.]) ʽbedbugʼ
as ʽlittle heartʼ (Rilly 2009: 434); if correct, this is an excellent match with Nara asɪma ʽheartʼ, but
one cannot help but wonder if the internal etymology was directly influenced by the phonetic
similarity with Nara; at the very least, evidence from areal semantic typology would be
needed to confirm the probability of such an unusual metaphoric development.
22) ʽhornʼ: N *gur- → A gūršì [St.], gúrší [CR], D gwùrùn [St.], gūrì(n) [CR].
No matches with either NNT or Temein.
23) ʽIʼ: N *ay → A ai ~ a [St.], á ~ ái [CR], D oi ~ woi [St.], oí [CR]. ‖ Labial reflex in D probably under the influence of the genitive stem *o-un (← *a-un ?) = A wo-un [St.], D ɔ-ŋ-gu [CR].
A transparent and extremely important match with NNT (Nu *ə-y, Na a-g ʽIʼ) which explains Benderʼs placement of Nyimang closer to his «Ek» languages rather than the «En» ones,
including Temein (cf. Temein n=án, Doni / Tese n=áŋ ʽIʼ).
24) ʽkillʼ: N *ni → A nì (impf.), nī (pf.) [St.], D nī [St.], nl (impf.), n (pf.) [CR].
No matches with either NNT or Temein.
25) ʽleafʼ: A kw [St.], D lālūwà [St.]. ‖ The form in D is compared by Bender with A láwà
ʽgrassʼ; it may be a reduplicated variant denoting a collective meaning.
The contour tone in A kw may hint at an earlier contraction, which would make the form
slightly closer to its Temein equivalent (Temein kb-k, pl. kābó ʽleafʼ); however, this phonetic
alignment would require us to set up the deletion of intervocalic *-b- (*kabɔ → *kawɔ → kwɔ),
with no additional examples to support such a development.
26) ʽlouseʼ: N *(ŋ)un → A wīnì [St.], wn ~ wún [CR], D ŋwūnà [St.], ŋwúnà [CR]. ‖ Initial
nasal in D is more likely to be secondary than original, cf. a similar situation with A wn-n
ʽscorpionʼ = D ŋwūn-k id., where prenasalisation of the glide in D probably appears under the
influence of word-medial -n-.
No matches with NNT or Temein either way.
27) ʽmeatʼ: N *kun → A kwòn ~ kwùn [St.], kwón ~ kwún ~ kún [CR], D kwùn [St.], kún [CR].
No matches with either NNT or Temein.
28) ʽmoonʼ: N *k(e)wur → A kwûr [St., CR], D -kero ʽmonthʼ (only within compounds, found
in Kauczor 1923). ‖ In the basic meaning ʽmoonʼ, D uses the form ársn [St., CR] = A ārsá [St.],
ársn [CR] ʽskyʼ (an unusual metonymic development, but more likely than just a coincidence).
The archaic stem -kero is impossible to separate from A kwûr, but the exact shape of the proto119
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form is difficult to reconstruct; with the contour tone in A suggestive of an original contraction, *kewur seems like a solid candidate.
The root is somewhat phonetically similar to the main Temein word for ʽmoonʼ: Temein kóù,
Doni kòʔ, Tese káù ← *kaw. However, this would require morphological segmentation into
*kew-ur, with no easy explanation for the second morphological component.
29) ʽmouthʼ: N *ŋal → A ŋàl [St., CR], D ŋgìlà [St.], ŋgálà [CR]. ‖ D ŋgìlà may be an erroneous transcription or the result of occasional contamination with ŋgila ʽtoothʼ.
Vaguely reminiscent of phonetically similar forms in NNT languages (Nu *agul, Na awɔlo,
Ta *kul), but not enough to explain the nasal consonant.
30) ʽnameʼ: N *aŋɛ- (?)→ A āŋr [St.], dial. āŋs [CR]. ‖ D rdŋ ʽnameʼ [St., CR] is probably
borrowed from a Hill Nubian plural form (cf. Dair sg. or, pl. or-du ~ or-dandu id.). The variation
between āŋr and āŋs in A is hard to explain by phonetic factors and is probably morphological in origin, leaving *aŋ(ɛ)- as the most likely original root for the concept.
No matches with either NNT or Temein.
31) ʽnewʼ: N *ɲɛri → A kā=ɲr [St.], kà=ɲr [CR], D ɲīr-ì [St.], ɲīr-í [CR]. ‖ Vocalic assimilation in D; original root shape is well preserved in A (augmented by the productive adjectival
prefix ka=).
No matches with either NNT or Temein.
32) ʽnightʼ: N *t̪uni → A wîn [St.], wín [CR], D únì [St., CR]. ‖ Root shape in D is primary,
cf. similar developments (assimilative labialization followed by deletion of the final vowel in
A) in such examples as D bori ʽroadʼ = A bwir id., D oli ʽhouseʼ = A wel.
Phonetically similar to Temein *=ʓoni ʽnightʼ (→ Temein ʄóːn, Doni ā=ʓūnì, Tese ʄúnì), but no
other cases support the recurrence of the correspondence N *t̪ : Temein *ʓ, so it makes more
sense at present to consider the phonetic similarity as accidental.
33) ʽnoseʼ: N *(a)ŋud̪- → A àmùù [St.], āmùù [CR], D ŋwùà [St.], ŋwútí ~ ŋwútá [CR]. ‖ Initial a- in A remains unclear (more likely to be an obscure morphological component than part
of the root). First consonant is reconstructed as *ŋ rather than *m because assimilation *ŋu- →
mu- is not contradicted by other examples, unlike dissimilation (cf. N *mul ʽ5ʼ → A mùl, D mùl id.).
No matches with either NNT or Temein.
34) ʽnotʼ: A fa. ‖ Universal negation marker in A. Negation in D is not attested.
No matches with either NNT or Temein.
35) ʽoneʼ: A ɲálà [St.], ɲálā [CR]; D ándà [St.], áná [CR]. ‖ For the Mandala dialect of A Rilly
gives both forms: ɲálā ʽoneʼ, āná ʽonly; lonelyʼ; this may have been the original situation, with
only one out of two lexemes generalizing both meanings in each language.
No matches with either NNT or Temein.
36) ʽrainʼ: N *ar- → A árīŋ [St.], árīŋ ~ árŋ [CR], D árŋgà [St.], àrŋgà [CR]. ‖ Cf. also D ār-sá
ʽskyʼ (in A the form árīŋ expresses both meanings; -iŋ- is a productive diminutive suffix, so the
formʼs original meaning is literally ʽlittle skyʼ or ʽchild of the skyʼ).
A transparent match with the most common NNT word for ʽrainʼ (Nu *ar-, Ta *ar-).
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37) ʽsmokeʼ: A ŋšì [St.], ŋšì [CR]; D lsgà [St.], ls()gà [CR].
No optimal candidate for Proto-Nyimang status and no matches with either NNT or Temein.
38) ʽstarʼ: D mīdí [St.], mdí [CR]. ‖ A kwršìl [St.], kūršīlè [CR] is probably a compound
form, whose first component (after C. Rilly) is identifiable as kwûr ʽmoonʼ (not clear why; if the
original meaning of the root was something like ʽto shineʼ or ʽlightʼ, this would be understandable).
If D mīdí is the more archaic form, a remote resemblance to Nu *waɲe, Na wiːni, Ta *miɲʽstarʼ may not be accidental (especially if mīdí ← *miɲ-di with a fossilized nominal suffix), but
the connection must remain highly speculative for now.
39) ʽstoneʼ: A mìndr ~ mìdr ~ mìdìr [St.], mīnd ~ mīd ~ mīdìr [CR]; D mbr [St.], mb()r
[CR]. ‖ No clear candidate for proto-status. The form in A is likely to be related to A md [St.],
m [CR] ʽmountainʼ, although internal morphology remains unclear.
No matches with either NNT or Temein.
40) ʽsunʼ: N *ɲiŋ → A ɲīŋáŋ [St.], ɲíŋ-áŋ [CR]; D ŋíʓì [St.], ɲígì [CR]. ‖ Rilly reconstructs
*ɲig-, but considering that roots with the structure *NVg- do not usually undergo nasal assimilation (cf. ɲgr ʽearʼ above), it would perhaps make more sense to assume dissimilation in D
(*ɲiŋ-i → ɲig-i).
In any case, no matches with either NNT or Temein regardless of whichever variant of the
reconstruction is preferred.
41) ʽtailʼ: D wēyá [St.]. ‖ For A, Stevenson records ʓè ʽtailʼ, which is clearly the same word as
ʽhairʼ (see above). Unclear if this is a mistake or an actual lexical merger, since alternate sources
on A have no data on this word.
D wēyá has no matches with either NNT or Temein.
42) ʽthouʼ: N *i → A í [St., CR], D í [St., CR]. ‖ Interesting suppletivism with the oblique
stem in A, cf. genitive case forms — A ɲ-un [St.], ɲ-ǔŋ [CR]. Rilly suggests secondary development of the nasal from an original *i-uŋu (→ *yuŋ → ɲuŋ with assimilation), which seems a
plausible explanation, particularly in view of the relative rarity, if not total absence, of such
types of suppletivism in other East Sudanic languages.
A clear match with both NNT and Temein, but, once again (see ʽIʼ), the form is clearly more
close to NNT (Nu *e ~ *i, Na ɪ-ŋa, Ta *i-; «Ek» type) than to Proto-Temein *n=ɪ-n («En» type).
43) ʽtongueʼ: A ŋìldì [St.], ŋīlī [CR]; D l [St.], l [CR]. ‖ The two forms cannot go back to
a single source: A may reflect an original *ŋil- (or *ŋild-), while D reflects an original *ɔl- (or *ol-).
A is clearly compatible with the main NNT root for ʽtongueʼ: Nu *ɲalT-, Ta *laɲa-t (the latter with metathesis). Discrepancy in vocalism may be explained by vocalic assimilation in A
(*ŋaldi → ŋildi; see ʽtoothʼ below for further comment).
44) ʽtoothʼ: N *ŋil- → A ìlè ~ èlè [St.], íl [CR], D ŋgíl [St.], ŋgílà [CR]. ‖ We follow Rilly in
assuming that A and D forms are related and go back to an original *ŋil-; loss of *ŋ- before
front vowel in A may be regular (no contradicting or supporting examples; cases of attested ŋiin A may be interpreted as late assimilations from *ŋa- before a front vowel in the second syllable, cf. ʽtongueʼ above).
The reconstruction *ŋil- agrees reasonably well with the main Nu root for ʽtoothʼ (*ɲəl-);
whether it has something to do with Na nihi, Ta *ŋeʓ- (these forms rather point to an original
*Nig-) is unclear.
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45) ʽtreeʼ : N *t̪uma → A ómà ~ úmà [St.], úmà [CR], D īmà [St.], tmá [CR] ʽwood, firewoodʼ. ‖ The meaning ʽ(growing) treeʼ is today expressed in D by the Arabic borrowing šídārà
[St.], širà [CR].
No lexicostatistical matches with either NNT or Temein, but an obvious, phonetically and
semantically perfect comparison is with Na tum ʽwoodʼ (this word is still glossed as both
ʽwoodʼ and ʽgrowing treeʼ in the old 19th century records of Leo Reinisch).
46) ʽtwoʼ: N *arba- → A ár(m)bà [St.], ārbā [CR], D ármàk [St.], ārmàg [CR]. ‖ Cf. also Mandala ārmbà [CR]. It is not quite clear if all the attested variants ultimately go back to *arba- or
*arma-, but whatever the case, phonotactic structure of the form speaks in favor of an original
root *ar-, extended with a suffixal component (either -ba- or -ma-).
A solid match with both the NNT root for ʽtwoʼ (Nu *awri, Na ari, Ta *wari) and the Temein
form (Proto-Temein *k=aro, with a productive numeric prefix). It is possible that the labial element
cropping up in both Nu and Ta is actually the same as in N, indicating an original *ar-b- or *ar-w-.
47) ʽwaterʼ: N *bɔŋ → A, D bŋ [St., CR].
No matches in NNT, but clear phonetic similarity with Temein: Proto-Temein *=mʋŋ (Temein mŋ, Doni ā=mŋ, Tese ī=mŋ ~ =mŋ).
48) ʽweʼ: N *ay-g- → A aŋi [St.], āŋí [CR], D ogo [St.], g [CR]. ‖ Rilly reconstructs *agi. Labial vowel in D is likely due to analogical leveling with the rest of paradigm, cf. genitive case:
A wŋ, D ú [CR] ← *ay-g-un (labialisation first spreads to the root through assimilation with
the suffixal vowel, then becomes generalized across the entire paradigm).
The root morpheme here is the same as in ʽIʼ, and the reconstruction *ay-g- is much closer
in structure to NNT (Nu *a-y, Na *a-gga) than to Temein (Proto-Temein *k=a- ʽweʼ, with the
same original root but in a completely different morphological configuration).
49) ʽwhatʼ: N *(a)ŋi → A ɛŋi-nɛ [St.], áŋī ~ ŋī [CR], D ŋgí-sè [CR].
The morpheme *ŋi is extremely similar to Temein material (Temein ŋ, Doni ŋ, Tese ŋēī);
NNT forms (Nu *nwa- ~ *nwi-; Ta *num) also share some phonetic similarity but are clearly
more distinct.
50) ʽwhoʼ: N *ŋa → A ŋa ~ ŋa-nɛ [St.], ŋá ~ ŋá-n [CR], D ŋá-dè [CR].
This root is fully compatible with both Temein forms (Temein ŋá-nī, Tese ŋā-n, where the
second morpheme is the root ʽpersonʼ) and with NNT (especially Nu *ŋə-y).

Analysis
Let us now summarize the results of Nyimang / NNT / Temein comparison (Table 3), paying
particular attention to «perfect» matches («plausible» matches may not be taken into serious
consideration at this stage of analysis).
Nyimang matches with NNT

Nyimang matches with Temein

+

±

+

±

12

4

9

3

ʽdogʼ, ʽdrinkʼ, ʽhandʼ, ʽheadʼ, ʽIʼ, ʽrainʼ,
ʽthouʼ, ʽtongueʼ, ʽtoothʼ, ʽtwoʼ, ʽweʼ, ʽwhoʼ

ʽbirdʼ, ʽeatʼ,
ʽstarʼ, ʽtreeʼ

ʽboneʼ, ʽeyeʼ, ʽIʼ, ʽthouʼ, ʽtwoʼ,
ʽwaterʼ, ʽweʼ, ʽwhatʼ, ʽwhoʼ

ʼclaw/nailʼ, ʽhairʼ,
ʽmoonʼ

Table 3. «Perfect» and «plausible» matches between Nyimang and NNT / Temein.
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It may be seen that, although Nyimang / NNT matches are encountered somewhat more
frequently than Nyimang / Temein matches, the prevalence is not significant enough by itself
for us to conclude that the former are indicative of genetic relationship and the latter of contact. However, it is important to note that 6 out of 9 «perfect» matches between Nyimang and
Temein are non-exclusive, with only ʽboneʼ, ʽeyeʼ, and ʽwaterʼ not being shared with Nyimang;
conversely, 7 out of 12 (more than half) matches between Nyimang and NNT have no parallels
in Temein. Finally, it will be quite clear from Table 2 that almost no additional isoglosses can
be detected between Temein and NNT to the inclusion of Nyimang, making a subgrouping of
«NNT + Nyimang + Temein» quite unrealistic.
How should such a contradictory picture be resolved? The first impulse would be to ascribe all exclusive Nyimang / Temein isoglosses to linguistic contact between two neighbouring groups in the Nuba Mountains. However, an alternate solution exists as well, suggesting
itself once the statistical results between Nyimang and NNT are contrasted with similar results
between the branches of NNT itself. According to Starostin 2017: 109, NNT languages share
from at most 18 matches on the 50-item wordlist (between Nubian and Tama) to at least 13
matches (between Nubian and Nara). Nyimang, conversely, has at most 12 matches (all of
them with Nubian) and at least 7 (with Nara). This means that Nyimang cannot be considered
properly a part of NNT, but could be considered as an earlier offshoot:

Nyimang

Nubian-Nara-Tama
Nara

Tama

Nubian

If this is the case, and the entire grouping itself is a subbranch of the even larger East Sudanic family, this puts Nyimang languages in a position where they could, at least in theory,
preserve a number of archaisms inherited from East Sudanic that would be replaced by innovations on the level of Proto-NNT. These archaisms, in turn, could also be preserved in Temein — meaning that the several links we see between these groups might actually be «shared
archaisms» rather than «shared innovations» (either through common inheritance or contact).
This issue, unfortunately, cannot be resolved without bringing into comparison data from
other potential branches of East Sudanic; however, even if such an expansive comparison in
general is way beyond the scope of the current paper, a few preliminary observations can still
clarify the picture. Specifically, of the three exclusive isoglosses between Nyimang and Temein
at least two show strong connections with other branches of East Sudanic:
(a) ʽboneʼ: to Nyimang *am-, Temein *am- one should also add Surmic: Proto-Southwest
Surmic *ɛmmɛ- (more likely, *ammɛ-) + Majang (North Surmic) ɛmɛ-nan (Yigezu 2002: 258; Starostin 2014: 118), and possibly also parallels in the Jebel languages: Proto-Jebel *(g)am (Bender
1998: 55). In terms of distribution, this is a very strong candidate for ʽboneʼ in Proto-East Sudanic, meaning that the forms in Nyimang and Temein may simply be retentions from a faraway common ancestor;
(b) ʽeyeʼ: to Nyimang *aŋ(w)-, Temein *=aŋ- ~ *=aɲ- one should necessarily add Proto-Daju
*aŋwe (pl.), *aŋu-ne (sg.) (Thelwall 1981: 141) and Proto-Nilotic *(k)ɔŋ (sg.) ~ *(k)ɔɲ (pl.) (Dimmendaal 1988: 40). Without a doubt, this is the main «Southeast Sudanic» (Benderʼs «En») root
for ʽeyeʼ, and it is quite plausible to suggest that it was also retained in Nyimang, but replaced
in NNT with an innovation.
Only the ʽwaterʼ isogloss presents a really special case. Although phonetically similar
forms with an initial labial nasal are well attested in other East Sudanic languages as well, e.g.
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Proto-Daju *ma- (Thelwall 1981: 159), Proto-Southeast Surmic *ma and Proto-Southwest Surmic
*maːm (Yigezu 2002: 283, 314), it is not clear if they are really the same root as Nyimang *bɔŋ,
Temein *=mʋŋ, and even if they are, the latter forms clearly show more affinity to each other,
as far as morphological structure is concerned. However, one possible shared innovation on
the entire list is certainly not enough to skew the case towards the scenario of a close relationship between Nyimang and Temein.
As for the exclusive isoglosses between Nyimang and NNT, no fewer than five of those
are truly exclusive: ʽdogʼ, ʽdrinkʼ, ʽheadʼ, ʽrainʼ, ʽtoothʼ are all items which find no correlations
(at least, not direct lexicostatistical correlations with the same Swadesh meaning) in any other
potential branches of East Sudanic. Only ʽhandʼ reflects a rather common East Sudanic root.
This observation, coupled with the fact that even personal pronouns such as ʽIʼ and ʽthouʼ are
morphologically closer to their NNT equivalents than Temein (and «En» language in general),
speaks very strongly in favor of Nyimang and NNT sharing an exclusive common ancestor.
It must be stated that, since the comparison between Nyimang and NNT as presented
here relies on phonetic similarity (more precisely, phonetic alignment based on Dolgopolskyʼs
consonant classes) rather than phonetic correspondences, it is perfectly possible that some real
etymological cognates have escaped detection; a small hint at that is provided by «plausible»
matches such as ʽbirdʼ or ʽto eatʼ, where cognacy may have been obscured by the introduction
of morphological markers. Conversely, it is also possible that at least a few of the detected
«cognates» between Nyimang and NNT are, after all, the result of secondary contact (e.g. ʽdogʼ).
But a genetic explanation of the similarities still seems preferable, if only because the distribution of cognates in accordance with their «average stability rank» shows that, out of 12 potential matches, an overwhelming 10 are found in the upper half of the 50-item wordlistʼs stability
index and only 2 (ʽhead49ʼ, ʽrain39ʼ) are from the lower half — a clear sign of genetic relationship.
Of course, it is doubtful that the Nyimang / NNT relationship will be supported in the future by an impressive number of etymologies (numbering in the hundreds): lexicostatistical
results such as these indicate significant depth of divergence, and since Ama and Dinik are
just two relatively close modern languages represented by modest-size wordlists rather than
large dictionaries and text corpora, preserved lexical cognates are bound to be few. However,
at this stage of research it may be stated with relative certainty that a solid enough case has
been built up for ascertaining the East Sudanic (even more precisely, Northeast Sudanic)
status of this little group, and that it is highly unlikely that a more solid case will ever be built
up for changing this affiliation to something completely different.
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Г. С. Старостин. Лексикостатистические исследования по восточносуданским языкам II:
статус языковой группы ньиманг
Публикация продолжает серию исследований автора, посвященных лексикостатистическому обоснованию языкового родства между целым рядом мелких групп и крупных
семей, традиционно объединяемых в рамках так называемой «восточносуданской» семьи. В данной статье проводится сопоставительное исследование базисной лексики
языков ньиманг, локализированных в районе гор Нуба (Кордофан), и лексики нубийско-нара-тама ветви восточносуданской семьи, а также лексики соседних по отношению к ньиманг языков темейн. Показано, что данные свидетельствуют скорее в пользу
ближайшего языкового родства между ньиманг и нубийско-нара-тама ветвью, в то
время как параллели между ньиманг и темейн следует скорее объяснять отчасти вторичными контактами, отчасти — более отдаленным родством в общих рамках восточносуданской семьи.
Ключевые слова: восточносуданские языки; нубийские языки; нара язык; тама языки; темейн языки; лексикостатистика; базисная лексика.

